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The self and mu t ual adm ittance of waveg uide backed slots r ad iatin g in to a plas ma (or 
di elect ri c) layer has been formu lated in a late ra lly unbounded geo metry. The admi ttance 
expression in volves integrals t hat may be approximated by s umrnations for numerical calcu
lations. For a constant mesh size approximation to t he in tegrals t he summations a re t he 
sa me as obtain ed in earlier wor k, where thc plas ma laycrs arc considered to be within a wide 
waveg uide. Thc acc uracy of t he solu tion is improvcd by decreasin g t he mesh s ize used for 
t hc nLln~erical in tegration , wh ich is cqu ivalent to in creasing t he size of t hc large guide in the 
wa vegLlldc model. 

JVIu tual admi tta nce calculations betwccn t lyo-pa rallel slots show that t he presence of 
a plasma layer dcc reascs t he mu t ual adm ittance rclative to i ts free space value. 

1. Introduction 

The problem of a plasm a covered an tenn a has been 
treated in num erous papers. Line-source exci ted 
plasma layers have been considered by Newstein and 
Lurye [1956]; Yee [1961]; Tamir and Oliner [1962]; 
Shore and M eltz [1962] ; and Hodara and Cohn [1962]. 
Three-dimensional treatments of pla8ma (or di elec
tric) covered antennas have been carried out by 
Ka~zin [1957]; Marini et al. [1958]; IVlarini [1960j; 
Walt [1959]; [1961]; Kn op [196 ]]; Hodara [1963], 
a,nd by Knop and Cohn [1964]. H owever , this work 
does not consid er the effects of the plasma layer on 
the field distribution along the antenna. An iter
a tion technique is used by Raemer [1962] in consider
in~· the effects of a plasma shell on the current 
distribu tion along the antenna, but there are no 
satisfactory results for the an tenna impedan ce. A 
va,riational form ulation of a slot impedrU1ce has been 
worked out by Cutle!' ·[1959]. Th e fields in the 
plasma layer and in the ou tside space are considerecl 
as a superposition of waveguid e modes . There 
appear to be computational difficulties and this for
mulation has no t yielded workable equations or any 
numerical results. 

Another variational formulation for th e sloL 
impedance has been given by Galejs [1964b]. T he 
dyadic Green's fun ction for a plasma layer of fu1ite 
thickn ess is ob tain ed from the free space Green's 
function by th e method of imflges. The fields out
side the slot depend on a surface integral of t he fields 
over the slot plan e and over the surface of the plasma 

h1~'er. For plasma 1,1yers of a thickness gre,1te r than 
a wavelength the surface fields ,1,re relflted to) t he 
fields in the slot phne with the aid of plane W,1,·e 
reflection coefficierts, which leads to an integml 
equation fo)" t he fields in t he slot plane. This 
formulation [Galejs, ]964b] is l"flther in volved and i t 
docs not appl~' to t hin or stratified plasma l fl~·ers. 

Cohn and Flesher [1958] h ave discussed radiation 
from a coaxial line in to fl wa l'eguide the walls of 
which are remol'ed to infinity, and their results are 
in agreemen t with free space analyses [Leyine, and 
P apas, 1951]. TIle waveguide boundary greatly 
simplifies the admittance calculations for a plasma 
or dielectric covered slot, if it is permissible to use a 
waveguide of finite diame ter. Such calculations 
have been carried out for an annular slot wi thin a 
large circular waveguide by Galejs [1 964a]. The 
dimensions of the large guide are selected in such a 
way that none of the waveguide modes of the free 
space portion of this guide are near their respective 
cutoffs. The admittance of the slot which radiates 
into the larger waveguide now approximates the slo t 
admittance for a laterally unbounded plasma layer. 

A sim ilar formulation has been used for rectflngular 
slots which are assumed to radiate in to a wide 
rectangular waveguide [Galejs, 1965]. Calculations 
have been mflde for a superposition of sine and 
cosine fun ctions or for the prin cipal mod e electric 
or magnetic field as trial function s for aper ture 
fi elds. 

The slot admittance of an open waveguide 
radiating into a laterally unbounded plasma has 
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been recently calculated by Villeneuve [1965]. He 
assumes the principal waveguide mode for the aper
ture field, and the slot admittance which is obtained 
after numerically evaluating a two-fold infinite inte
gral corresponds closely to the admittance computed 
in the waveguide formulation by Galejs [1965]. 

Although the numerical results obtained from the 
waveguide geometry are reasonably close to results 
available for a laterally unbounded geometry [Galejs, 
1964b; Villeneuve, 1965], there have been no strict 
justifications for the use of the waveguide model 
[Galejs, 1964a, 1965]. However , such a justification 
can be provided by deri,ring the slot admittance 
first for a laterally unbounded geometry, and by 
examining the conditions under which this is approxi. 
mated by the admittance of the waveguide model. 
It will be shown that the admittance of the wave
guide model may be obtained after approximating 
the infinite integrals of the rigorous admittance 
expression by discrete summations . Thus, the wave
guide model is equivalent to a particular constant 
mesh approximation of the in tegrals in a rigorous 
admittance expression, but a constant mesh approxi. 
mation is not necessarily the best for accurate 
numerical results, as will be shown in section 2. 

In past work [Yee, 1961] the mutual admittance 
has been computed only for parallel line sources and 
thick plasma layers. The present formulations can 
be adapted for mutual impedance calculations be
tween waveguide backed slots for isotropic plasma 
(or dielectric) layers of arbitrary parameters. This 
work is discussed in section 3. 

x 

y = y O _ Yj /2 

z = Z l 

In this paper the plasma is represented as an 
isotropic lossy dielectric having a relative dielectric 
constant less than unity. Also, the perturbations of 
the plasma properties by the antenna fields are 
ignored. The above representation is valid only in 
low power applications. 

2. Self Admittance 

2.1. Rectangular Waveguide 

The waveguide geo metry under consideration is 
depicted in figure 1. A rectangular waveguide of 
cross-sectional area XiY i is joined by a symmetrical 
aperture of width 2t and length 2l to an infinite 
flange. Layered isotropic plasma ( or dielectric) 
fills the space 0 s:: z ::::; Z] , and there is free space for 
z>z]. The waveguide is excited in the principal 
(TEIO) mode, bu t the change of the waveguide cross 
section and the dielectric discontinuities generate a 
large number of TE and TM modes which must be 
considered in the formul ation of the slot admittance. 
Such calculations have been carried out in the 
appendix and the following stationary expression 
for the normalized slot admittance Ys is derived: 

k k k 
p-l p-2 . .. 3 

FIGURE 1. Geomet1'Y for admittance calculation. 
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wh ere 

1=8~2I_0000I_0000 [ F (R ) (II E yvY 

+ G(R) (II E xp)] dwlv (2) 

D= II E y(x' , y') sin {:JXilX' dx' dy' 

and 

If Ext= I I Ex cos {3xtX' sin {:JYiY' dx' dy' 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

II E yt = II Ey sin {3" x' cos {:JY'iY' dx' dy' (7) 

Ex and E y refer to the aperture fields at 2=0 and 
J= X or y. The other symbols are defin ed as 

with j = i or p , I't= i .J1e~- {:J; t -{:J; t, I' tl= i ... Ile;-{:J; i" 
I' v= i.Jle;-u2- v2 and fm= 1 for m = O, Ern= 2 for m ~ O. 
The prime on the double summation (1) designates 
the omission of its n = l , tn= O term. The reflection 
coefficien ts of the TE modes Ea and of the TM 
modes RIJ depend on t he dielectric stru cture for 
2>0. F or stratified dielectric layers shown in 
figure 1 the refl ection coefficien t R di (d= a or b) in 
the region of 2}+1 ::; 2 ::; zJ is related to the reflection 
co effici~n t E dU- I ) of the region 2i ::; 2::; 2J- I by th e 
expreSSIOns 

[ 2"\" ,z'+ 1') ] I'i- I [ 2"Y ' ,z' R ] e ,- I "a U - I) - - e 1- 1 - a U -I) 

R 2"Y'z' I'i 
aj~ e 11 

[e 2"Yi- IZi+ R ' ]+I'i- I [e 2"Y i- IZi_ R ' ] 
a (J- 1) a (3-1) 

I'i 
(9) 

R lJi =e2"Yi Zi 

( lei _ l) 2 [ 2"Y ' Z'+ R ] "Yi-I [ 21" z, R ] - e I- I , 1J(j-1) - - e I-I 1- b(j-I) 

X Ie; 2 I'i 

( lei- I) [ n' IZ'+ R ]+"Y3- 1 [ 2"\" IZ' R ] - e ,-, 1J(j-I) - e 1- 1 - b(j-I) 

lei I'i 
(10) 

R dJ is deri'"ed by considerin g the scalar functions 
(28) and (29) in two adj acen t layers and by requiring 
the tangen tial fi eld componen ts (30), (3 1), (33), 
and (34) to be continuous across the in terface. 

The computations should start with j = 1 where 
R dU- l) = R dO = O in (9) and (10). A series of 
computations gives then Rd l , R d2 , Ra3 and finally 
R dP as R a or R b in (3) and (4). 

After denoting the fun ction within the square 
bracket of (2 ) by H(u , v) 1 is rewritten as 

1 f oo [ 00 
1= 87r2 -00 , -00 H (u, v)duclv. (ll) 

If E y is assumed to be an even fun ction with respect 
to the :1 and y axis, i t follows from (26 ), (27 ), (30), 
and (31 ) that Ex is an odd fun ction . The integral 
(8) is then ch anged to 

II Exv= - IIExsin ux sin vydxcly (12 ) 

II E ylJ = II E y cos ux cos vyclxcly. (13) 

The in tegrals J J Expan d J J E yp are odd and even 
wi th respect to l t or v, bu t their squares are both even 
fun ctions, F(R) and G(R) are even fun ctions and so 
is H (lt, v) wi th respect to l t and v. After changing 
the v ariable of in tegra tion in (ll ) to n and tn , where 
u = n7r/xo and v= m7r/Yo, i t follows that 

1 1001'" 1= ') 2 H (u , v)dudv 
~7r 0 0 

1 100100 = -2 - H (n, m )clnclm. 
XoYo 0 0 

(14) 

For Xo and Yo sufficiently l arge H (n, m) will change 
only sligh tly eyen for in tegral changes in n or m, 
and the in tegral may be broken down in a summation 
of terms 

rno+1 rmo+1 
J lIo- l J mo- l H (n, m)dndm ""' 4I1(no, mo) (15) 

for n onn egatiy e lower limi ts of the in tegr als. Th e 
factor 4 is replaced by 2 for no or mo = O. R estricting 
n to odd integers and m to even integers, I is approxi
mated by the summation 

1 
1 ""' - L: L: t ,J1 (n, m). 

xoYo n 7n 

(16) 

Using this res triction of permissible nand m values, 
(1) and (16) can be seen to agree wi th corresponding 
expressions of Galejs [1965] if t he differences in the 
defini tion of t he x and y coordin ates of the two papers 
fI.re considered. H ence the slo t admi ttance, com
puted from (1) and (16 ) is t he sam e as for the wave
guide model of Galejs [1965]. The parameters Xo and 
Yo are now iden tified as the dimensions of a large 
waveguide, which encloses the plasma layer laterally . 

In the special case of wide open wayeguide (x t = 21, 
Y t= 2E ) and for the principal waveguide mode as the 
aper ture field E y with Ex = O, the primed doubl e 
summation of (1) is equal to zero. Also J J E xp= O 
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and J J E yp of (13) is given by 

4f3XiIEy(0, y) cos ul sin v~ 
(u2_ f3; il)V 

(17) 

After changing to the variables nand m, (I7) is seen 
to giye the same slot admittance (1) as (26) and (27) 
of Galejs [1965). 

The ability of the waveguide model to approximate 
a laterally unbounded geometry is dependent on the 
accuracy of (15). For l arge values of Xo and Yo the 
increments of H(n , m) between successive values of 
nand m are decreased and the approximation (15) is 
more accurate. However, the accuracy is not im
proved monotonically by increasing Xo and Yo. There 
is a possibility that H(no , mo) approaches infinity 
while the integral in the left-hand side of (15) 
remains finite . This may occur near the cutoff 
points of waveguide modes as was pointed out by 
Galejs [1965). Such values of Xo and Yo should be 
avoided, or the accuracy of the approximation (15) 
should be improyed by numerical integration tech
niques in the vicinity of such points. Howeyer, a 
smaller accuracy can be tolerated for large arguments 
of the integrals , that represent attenuated waves. 

Equation (15) represents only a particular approxi
mation and different summations may be obtained 
for a wa,~eguide with magnetically conducting walls 
or by using a variable mesh size in the process of 
approximating the double integral (14). Using the 
waveguide analogy this corresponds to values of Xo 

and Yn which depend on mode numbers nand m. 
The dimensions of an equivalen t waveguide are 
therefore changed for difl'eren t 'waveguide modes. 

2.2. Circular Waveguide 

A similar interpretation applies also to plasma 
layers in a cylindrical waveguide model. For a 
laterally unbounded plasma layer, the admittancl:' 
of an annular slot is given as in (I7) of Galejs [1964a], 
but the n-summation is changed to an integral 

1 r oo 
= :2 Jo H(A)AdA (18) 

where 1'2 and B2 are functions of a continuous 
variable A as shown for discrete values of An in (8) 
and (19) of Galejs [1964a). The integral may be 
approximated by a summation of terms 

f An +d2 1 
In= t H(A)Ad'A ~-2 H(An)An(IJ. I + IJ. 2) 

An -tt. 1 
(19) 

1 
where IJ. j + IJ. 2=2'(An+ l - An-I)' The zeros of the 

Bessel function 
(20) 

may be chosen for the sequence of An'S. In the 
first approximation (AnC) ~ (n-ih and 

with an error of less than 2 percent for n'? 1. The 
I n of (21) corresponds to the individual terms of 
the n-summation in (17) of Galejs [1964a). 

The admittance] which is computed for laterally 
unbounded plasma layers with the aid of (18) , can 
be approximated by a sum of waveguide modes for 
a waveguide of radius C as shown in (17) of Galejs 
[1964a), provided that the approximation (19) is 
valid. Selection of small yalues of IJ. j and IJ. 2 or of 
large values of c will improve its accuracy, if singular 
values of H(A n) are avoided in the right-hand side 
of (19). 

3. Mutual Admittance 

The mutual admittance between two rectangular 
wavegu.ides radiating into a plasma layer is com
puted m the geometry of figure 2. The plasma 
layers which are above the z=O plane are not 
shown explicitly. The mutual admittance can be 
determined from the reaction theorem, which has 
been generalized by Richmond [1961) to apply to 
two different antenna environments, such as in
dicated in figure 3. First, antenna No. 1 is excited 
with the waveguide opening No. 2 short circuited. 
Second, an tenn a No. 2 is exci ted and the waveguide 
opening No. 1 is short circuited. The electric 
field excited by antenna 1 is normal to the ground 
plane over the aperture of antenna 2 and (7) of 
Richmon d [1961] is simplified to 

::8 I 2Jn V~2n=J E;xHJ • ds (22) 
n 8 2 

where I 21n is the current amplitude of waveguide 
mode n at 2 due to the excitation at 1, V~2n is the 
voltage of mode n at 2 due to excitation at 2, E~ and HI 
are the transverse electric and magnetic field com
ponents at 2 due to excitation of aperture 2 and 1 
respectively. The I Zln and V~2n are computed 
following standard definitions of waveguides [Marcu
vitz, 1951), 8 2 corresponds to the cross-sectional 
area of the waveguide, that may be larger than the 
waveguide aperture, and cls is normal to the aperture 
plane. The mutual admittance in the fundamental 
waveguide modes is computed from (22) as 

(23) 

where n = O denotes the fundamental TEIO waveguide 
mode and n~O denotes the higher TE or 'I'M modes. 
After relating HI and I 2Jn to the tangential electric 
field EI at the aperture 1, the mutual admittance is 
specified in terms of the tangential aperture fields 
EJ and E~ . Because of the stationary character of 
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y" 

f,r£" -- ---'~I 
Y'2 '2f'2 0 x 

ll'~_~=--=-LJ 
I. x'2 ./ 

x ' = x " + x 
c 

Y' = y " + Y 
c 

z · = z .. 

FIGURE 2. 'Waveguide geometry for calcvlating mutual admittance. 

the reactions [Harrington, 1961 , p. 341], (23) is 
stationary for small Y<"Lriations of trial fields EI and 
E~ about their correct values, and it is formally 
possible to determine approxinmtions to the aperture 
fields EI and E; similarly as has been done in self
impedance calculations [Galejs, 1965]. Howeyer, the 
computations are considerably simplified by assulll
ing that the electric aperture fields may be represen ted 
in the first approximation by fields of the principal 
mode. In this case E; and EI have only a y
component, further all the terms of the summation 
are equal to zero for wide open waveguides (Y j= 2£j) 
x j=2l j ) and 

Y 21= -V lV' f E ;2Hx1dxdy. 
110 220 S , 

(24) 

After computing H XI from (28), (29) and (33) it 
follows that 

where J J EY'f} j (j = 1 or 2) follows from (17) by using 
the appropriate valu es of (3xi i> l and f for the two 
waveguides. The admittance Y 21 can b e normalized 
by dividing it by the charilcteristic admittance of 
one of the wayeguides, which is YO = 'Y il/ (iwJ.Lo). For 
Xc and Yc---'i>O and XI = X 2 and YI = Y 2 the two slots of 
figure 2 degenerate into a single slot and the expres
sion for the mutual admittance (25) gives the same 
self admittance of a, slot as the earlier calculation in 
(1) and (17 ) for the same antenna parameters. 

ENVIRO NM ENT 1 

ENVIRO NME NT 2 

i1i1i1~ , fiiillllii/i/illill/il/~ 2 ~i/Ii1l/i/ill 

FIGURE 3. Antenna envi1'onments for defining the rnutual 
admittance by (22). 
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FIGURE 4 . Free space mutual admittance between two waveguide apertures. 

The double integral (25) can be approximated by 
a double summation as shown in (11) to (16). When 
changing to the discrete variables nand m where 
1~=n7r/xo and v= m 7r/Yo, Xo, and Yo can be interpreted 
as the dimensions of a large waveguide, which 
encloses the plasma layer laterally. 

Numerical calculations are made for two parallel 
slots (xc= O) of equal size (X j= X2, Yj = Y2) that 
radiate into free space or in a single plasma layer of 
thickness Z p. The integrals (25) are approximated 
by summations with Xo = Yo = 1O.5xl' and the 
accuracy of the procedure is tested by increasing 
Xo = Yo to 19.5x}. This gives negligible changes in 
the admittance figures and the mesh size in the 
in tegrals which corresponds to Xo = Yo = 1O.5xj was 
considered adequately small. 

In free space with no plasma layers in front of the 
two waveguides the mutual admittance curves of 
figure 4 show about the same relative variations as 
mutual impedance cunes of two parallel thin ha1£
wavelength-long dipoles in free space. This applies 
in particular to those values of the slot separation 
yJ "A where either the mutual conductance or 
susceptance goes through a zero. 

The effects of a single lossless plasma layer of 
thickness Zp = o. L\ and I- are shown in figures 5 to 7 
for relative dielectric constants Ep/ EO = 0.9, 0.5, and 
0.1. The mutual admittance variations of the thin 
plasma layer of Ep/ EO = 0.9 are nearly the same as for 
the slots in free space. The magnitude of the 

mutual admittance is decreased by decreasing Ep 
and by increasing the layer thickness. The plasma 
layer ten ds to decouple two adjacent slots and there 
is li ttle resemblance between the mutual admittance 
curves for free space in figure 4 and for E1,jEO = 0.1 in 
figure 7. 

The mutual admittance with a lossy plasma layer 
is illustrated in figure 8 for Ep/ EO = 0.5 and tano p = 1. 
A comparison with figure 5 shows an increased self 
admittance, but a decreased mutual admittance 
for slot separations Yc exceeding 0.41-. There is a 
further decoupling of the slots by a lossy plasma 
layer. 

The free space mutual admittance between two 
thin infinitely long slots [Yee, 1961] is shown in 
figure 9 for a comparison with calculations using 
a three dimensional model shown in figure 4. The 
mutual admittance curves of the infinitely long slots 
of figure 9 decay more gradually than in figure 4. 
Two dimensional models will therefore indicate too 
high a mutual admittance figure when applied to 
finite length slots. 

4. Conclusions 

It has been shown that slot admittance for plasma 
layers formulated in a waveguide model [Galejs, 
1964a, 1965] are equivalent to the computations for 
a laterally unbounded plasma geometry, provided 
the infinite integrals of the latter formulation are 
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FIGU RE 5. Mutual admittance for a loss less plasma layer of '"/'0= 0.9. 

approximated by summ ations. The aCC Urfwy of 
the solu tion is iJnproyed by decreasing t he mesh size 
used in the numerical integrations, which is equiy
alent to increasing the size of the guide in the wav e
guide model. However, a constant mesh size approx
imation is not optimum, and more accurate numerical 
integration techniques may be advisable near 
singul arities of the integrals. Also, a decreased 
accuracy of the approximations may be tolerated 
for large arguments of integrals that represent the 
attenuated modes. Still the waveguide model 
[Galejs, 1964a, 1965] represents a simple method 
for obtaining an approximate answer, the accuracy 
of which can be established from comparison with 
other work [Galejs, 1964b ; Villeneuve, 1965] . 

A similar method has been used for computing 
the mutual admittance between two waveguide 
backed slots in the presence of a plasma layer. The 
mutual admittance between two slo ts is decreased 
by the presence of thick plasma layers in particular 
for high losses . 

The form al solution presented in this paper applies 
also to dielectric of relative dielectric constant 
larger than unity, when the layer can support 
surface waves. The multiple reflection of trapped 
waves by a boundary may r eact back strongly on the 
waveguide. The input admittance 'will depend 

748- 159--65----4 

more critically on the parameters of the dielectric 
layer or on frequency changes, but no numerical 
calculations have been made using the wayeg uide 
model [Galejs, 1965] in such geometries. 

Appreciation is expressed to N. Ciccia of Syl
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Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories Office 
of Aerospace Research, under Contract No . AF19 
(628)- 2410. 

5. Appendix. Slot Admittance 

In the geometry of figure 1 the wave guide (z :::;:O) 
is excited in its principal TEID mode by waves which 
propagate in the positive z-direction. There are 
also reflected waves in this guide. Waves prop a
gating in the positive and negative z-directions are 
excited in the outer space (z:::: O). The fields consist 
of a superposition of TE and 'I'M modes that can 
be derived from scalar functions '1! j and q, j respec
tiyely. The subscripts j = i or p designate the guide 
portion of the 0 u tside space. For an assumed 
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FIGU RE 6. j\![utual admittance for a loss less plasma layer of '0 /'0= 0.5. 

exp (-iwt) time dependence of the field it follows 
that 

+ ~ ~' amn cos {3XiX' cos {3YiY' e-'Y;z (26) 
n rn 

<I>i= ~ ~ b"m sin {3x iX' sin (3YiY' e- 'Y ;z (27) 
n rn 

'ltp= II_oooo A(u,v) e-iUX e-i'Y(e'Y pz+Rae- 'Yp Z)dudv (28) 

<I> p= I I _oooo B( u , v) e-iUXe-i'Y(e 'Yp Z+ Rbe-'YpZ)dudv (29) 

where the symbols are defined following (1) to (8) . 
The field componen ts are related to 'It j and <I> j by 

(30) o 02 
Exj=", 'ltj+~ <I> j 

v Y v Zv X 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

Su bstituting (26) and (27) in (30 ) and (31) the 
resulting expression can be solved for aw, anm, and 
bnm , which gives 
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where the in tegrals f f E Xi and f f EYi are defined 
by (6 ) and (7). Substi tuting (28) fl, nd (29) in (30) 
and (3 1) and solving for A (v, v) and B Cu, v) gives 

A(u, v) 
(39) 

B (u , v) 
iu If Exv+iv f f Eyv 

(2 7r )2')' p(U 2+ t)2 ) (1-R b) 

(40) 

where f f E j1) is defined by (8). Aftersubstituting 
an"" bnm., A(l l , v) and B(l l , v) in (26) to (29), the 
magnetic field components HXj and H yj of (33) and 
(34) are related to the in tegrals of the electric fi eld 

- - -- - --------

components (6) to (8). The tangentifl,l mfl,gnetic 
field components, [-Ix and H y are continuoLl s across 
the aperture. The Hx of (26) , (2 7), and (33) is 
equal to Hx of (28), (29 ), and (33). Also HlI of (26) 
(27) , and (34) is equal to H y of (28), (29), and (34): 
The Hx equations are multiplied with E y and inte
grated over the slot plane; the H y equations are 
multiplied with Ex and also in tegrated over the slot 
plane. The resulting two equations contain terms 
proportional to Ex and Ey integrals. 

After assuming Ey to be an even functional with 
respect to x and y , it follows from (30) and (31) that 
Ex is an odd function. It is also seen that Ex (x, y ) 
= Ex(-x, - y). Using these properties of Ey and 
E x, the two earlier equations can be combined which 
resul ts in (1) to (5). 

The stationarity of (1) can be demonstrated by 
examining the first order change fly , due to small 
changes flEx and flE11 aboll t their correct vfl,lu es 
Ex and E lI . As a resul t of these calcubtions fly. is 
shown to be zero. 
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